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Thank you for your interest in submitting an abstract for the 2023 SOPHE Annual Conference in Atlanta. This guide 
provides information and instructions on how to accurately submit your abstract. 
We look forward to your submission. 
  

The 2023 SOPHE Annual Conference on March 21-24 in Atlanta, is an inclusive opportunity for anyone who plays a role 
in the health education profession. The annual conference offers various learning experiences and opportunities to 
connect with colleagues and friends.  
 

The New Age of Civil Rights, Advocacy & Equity 

Educational Tracks 
Leadership, Mentoring and Training the Next Workforce 

The Health Promotion profession provides opportunities for growth and professional development through mentorship, 
preparedness, and continuing education while focusing on best practices in pedagogical procedures and techniques.  
Abstracts are invited that demonstrate current evidence-supported best practices for cultivating the next generation of 
health promotion professionals and how they can advance civil rights and ways that public health education and 
professional development can mitigate discrimination. 

Social Justice and Health Equity 

A social justice approach to health education and promotion guides us to work towards creating equity to improve 
public health. Addressing social determinants will help us move toward achieving health equity. However, what is 
missing from social determinants models is an explicit recognition that discriminatory systems based on racism and 
other forms of prejudices have historically helped create inequities in public health. This track calls for abstracts that 
present evidence of racism and other prejudices as a social determinant and approaches to reduce racism through 
health education and promotion practice. Abstracts can also focus on addressing social determinants and using inclusive 
practices as a foundation for increasing health equity and improving health outcomes for vulnerable, underserved, 
and/or diverse populations.    

Policy, Advocacy, and Communications 

This sub-theme addresses how the sciences of systems change, communications, and advocacy can have broad impact 
on health outcomes. Topics could include marketing and technology solutions for populations and how broad 
evidenced-based policies and work to change policies can contribute to health at the local, state, national and global 
levels. Abstracts related to health communication theory and practice, risk communication, culturally tailored 
communication, health promotion and health literacy are invited.  We encourage abstracts that address both leading-
edge research and practical application in the field. 

Emerging Issues in Research Translation & Implementation  

This sub-theme addresses the cutting edge of science and health and how health education can help to translate 
research to practice in emerging issues and help to address emerging issues effectively in real time.  The focus will be on 
how we “get ahead of the curve” with emerging issues.  We seek examples of how health promotion can be a critical 
player in assuring that new potentials and challenges are met with strong and innovative theory, strategic approaches, 
and robust evaluation in implementation research. Topics could include: driving toward successful health outcomes 
through information science and practice-based evidence, implementation science in domestic and global settings, 
integration of evaluation and continuous improvement models into our work with complex problems, building on the 
science of forecasting, ensuring that health education is at the table when current and emerging health issues are 
addressed and learning from global health work.  

https://www.sophe.org/professional-development/conferences_events/2022-annual-conference/educational-tracks/
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Who should submit an abstract? 
SOPHE seeks abstracts that reflect the best research in the health education field, informed by theory, research, and 
practice. SOPHE wants to be inclusive of all abstract proposals from various stakeholders in the field.  
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What is SOPHE’s Annual Conference goal?  

To deliver exceptional learning experiences that include the following:    

Rich Content:   

• Reflect innovative, cutting-edge content, and evidence-based practice    
• Present a strong case with evidence supported by research or data   
• Explore issues important to diverse audiences and communities 
• Challenge attendees to be solution-focused   

Instructional Design:   

• Stimulate and provoke discussion, audience engagement, and outcome-focused design   
• Facilitate knowledge transfer and encourage application of the HESPA II Areas of Responsibilities 
and competencies   
• Use methods that draw out relevant past knowledge and experiences   

Audience Engagement:   

• Aspiring and emerging leaders through executive-level, seasoned professionals    
• Inclusive of different types of adult learners (e.g., visual, auditory, and kinesthetic) and taking into 
consideration personality traits (e.g., introvert, extrovert and ambivert) in various learning styles.    
• Demonstrate relevance of lessons through “real-life” case studies 

 

Abstract Criteria  
Selected through an open call to all SOPHE members and health education professionals, hundreds of volunteers act as 
peer reviewers anonymously scoring abstracts within their area(s) of expertise. Diverse peer input is important in 
shaping the conference sessions. Abstract submissions will be reviewed by 3-4 peer-reviewers based on the following 
criteria: 

1. Relationship to conference theme: Does the abstract relate to the theme and the chosen track?  
2. Objectives:  Are the learning objectives clearly stated as SMART; Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, and 

Time-Bound? 
3. Originality: Is the abstract original work and hasn’t been presented before? 
4. Sound conceptual framework: Does the abstract include a clearly stated background/rationale related to its 

objectives? 
5. Methodology/Description: Is the purpose clearly and concisely described? Is the methodology or practice 

description clearly stated and appropriate for the research or practice?  
6. Innovative and Action-focused: Does the abstract represent usefulness and innovation to the field of health 

education? Does it inspire action to generate results? 
7. Program Design: Is the abstract well-written and the content is clear? Does it clearly outline what the 

presentation will be? Is it presented in an organized and structured manner? Don’t underestimate the 
importance of instructional flow and design. The best learning environments are collaborative and use a 
solution-based approach to a problem. 

8. Free of Commercial Bias:  All abstract submissions must be educational in nature, neutral and unbiased. SOPHE 
policy requires potential presenters to disclose any proprietary, financial, professional, or other personal 
interests in the material to be presented. Any abstract that is not free of commercial bias will not be accepted. If 
accepted, those in violation of this policy may forfeit any speaking opportunities.  
 

Internet Browser and Technology Requirements 
You will need to use the following browsers to submit your abstract, Chrome, Fire Fox, or Safari. 
 

https://uncw.edu/career/documents/writingsmartlearningobjectives.pdf
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Key Information 
Like the communities across the country, SOPHE is made up of health education professionals that represent different 
races, ethnicities, genders, educational backgrounds, vocations, ages, ... and more. As you submit your abstract, we 
encourage you to be inclusive in your selection of presenters to reflect the diversity that contributed to the information 
you intend to share.   

⮚ SOPHE will only communicate with submitting authors.  We ask that submitting authors pass all notifications and 
updates to any co-authors. If a co-author will be presenting, please state they are a presenting author in the abstract 
submission. 

⮚ Presenters will be limited to one presentation. SOPHE seeks diversity of thought and speakers. Each presenter will 
be limited to presenting or co-presenting one presentation only. Be cautious about how many abstracts you are the 
submitting author or listed as a co-presenter. Exceptions include pre-conference sessions, or poster presentations, 
which in these cases a presenter can present up to two presentations. The planning committee will ensure inclusion 
and fairness, so a diverse group of thought leaders are selected for presentations.  

⮚ Work previously published online or presented at a national conference will not be accepted.  
⮚ Submission of multiple abstracts that present the same data in different ways is also prohibited and will result in the 

abstract(s) being rejected.  
⮚ SOPHE especially encourages practitioners and students to submit abstracts.  These submissions will be peer-

reviewed, using the same criteria as all other submissions and if accepted for presentation, are bound by the same 
agreements as all other submissions.  

⮚ All accepted abstract presenters and co-presenters must register for the conference. Registration will open in 
October.  

 

Step-by-Step: A Guide for Creating and Submitting a SOPHE 2023 
Abstract 
 

Step 1a: Sign in or create a MySOPHE account 
 
A MySOPHE account is required to 
submit an abstract submission.  In 
addition to the submitting author, 
all co-authors are also required to 
have a MySOPHE account to be 
added to an abstract submission.   
  
You must login to your MySOPHE 
account to view/submit an abstract.  
If you do not have an account, 
please create a free My SOPHE 
account. 
 
 
In your user account, please ensure that your name, title, credentials, organization or university degrees, certifications 
and email are current. Upload a current photo [high resolution min. 300 dpi]. This information is important – it is used 
for conference materials if your abstract is accepted. 

https://my.sophe.org/
https://my.sophe.org/
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Step 1b: Review the Session Type Descriptions 
*Be sure your choice(s) are reflected in your abstract summary. You can rank order of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd session type. This 
information is taken into consideration when finalizing the sessions and how they best fit in the conference program. 

Session Type Description 
Session 

duration 

Presenters 
per 

abstract 
Length of 

presentation 

Oral Session - 
60-minutes 

Each oral session is made up of four abstract 
presentations.  60 minutes 1 

15 minutes – 
12-min. present- 
ation + 2 min. Q&A 

Oral Session - 
90-minutes 

Each oral session is made up of four abstract 
presentations.  90 minutes 2 max. 

21 minutes – 
18 min. + 3 min 
Q&A 

Pecha Kucha 

Pecha Kucha sessions present up to 20 images 
(minimum of 15 images) discussing each for 20 
seconds. These sessions are fast-paced approaches to 
present a range of topics and ideas in a short time 
frame. This presentation type uses timed PowerPoint 
slides for 7-minute presentations. 60 minutes 1 7 minutes 

Roundtable 

Roundtables offer an intimate opportunity to discuss 
research, evaluation results, project findings, or other 
analysis with a smaller group of attendees. There may 
be simultaneous roundtables with the opportunity for 
an attendee to visit more than one roundtable in the 
session time frame (generally 90 minutes). The 
abstract should contribute to the body of knowledge 
in the field. Presentations that demonstrate new 
technology or innovations are particularly encouraged.  90 minutes 1-2 

Roundtable 
discussions 
typically are 25 
minutes with the 
opportunity for 
multiple iterations. 
This will include 10 
minutes of 
presentation, 
followed by 15 
minutes of 
discussion and 
feedback. 

Poster 
Presentation 

Poster sessions present research, evaluation results, 
project findings, or other analysis in a graphic format. 
These presentations allow attendees to interact and 
discuss results with the poster session author (s) 

 

Posters will 
be displayed 
throughout 
the 
conference 
with a 
designated 
time for 
authors to 
be present. 1-2 

Varies. Poster 
presenters answer 
visitor questions.  
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Step 2a: Create New Abstract Submission 
Go to the SOPHE 2023 Call for Abstracts submission page.

 
 
Click on, “Create New” and then add your preferred presentation method of you are the presenting/submitting author 
or co-author and the educational track. After creating an abstract submission, you are directed to Step 2b, to complete 
(3) sections under the document tab; see General Questions, Abstract Information and Disclosure. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://my.sophe.org/Events/SOPHE-2023-Annual-Conference/Call-for-Abstracts
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Step 2b: Update the Document Sections (General, Abstract, and Disclosures) 
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General Information: Once the abstract is submitted, you cannot edit the following responses: 

• Are you currently a full-time student? 
• Session type:  Choose your top 3 choices by order of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choice. 
• If you are not selected for a presentation, would you be willing to present your abstract as a poster? 

 
Abstract Information and Continuing Education Requirements: Once your abstract is submitted, you cannot edit 
the following responses: 

• How did you hear about the call for abstracts? 
o What most influenced you to submit an abstract? 

• If you were influenced by social media, what channel prompted you to submit an abstract? (Check all that apply) 
• Abstract Type:  Research or Practice (choose one) 
• You will be required to select one (1) Area of Responsibility (see below) and two (2) sub-competencies.  

o Assessment of needs & capacity 
o Planning 
o Implementation 
o Evaluation and research 
o Advocacy 
o Communication 
o Leadership and management 
o Ethics and professionalism  

 
• Presenter objectives:  You are required to enter text for two (2) learning objectives. Write objectives that specify 

learner outcomes to be achieved by the attendee.  Access the SMART objectives guide to assist you with 
creating SMART objectives. In writing a behavioral objective, the first step is to start with the key verb.  This 
helps the participant know what they will learn from the presentation. Use the following objective template for 
creating a quality learning objective: “Select verb [i.e., describe, analyze] at least three health equity 
communication messaging to assist development of minority population health.”    

 

Special Populations: Select up to three (3) 
*Selections should be reflected in your abstract summary description.

• Children & adolescents 
• Young adults  
• Seniors/older adults  
• Maternal & infants 
• Women  

• Men 
• LGBTQ+ 
• Disadvantaged 

populations  
• Minority populations 

• Global/International 
populations  

• New professionals 
• Seasoned professionals 
• Mid-career Professionals

 

Categories: Select up to three (3) 

*Selections should be reflected in your abstract summary description. 

https://assets.speakcdn.com/assets/2251/hespa_competencies_and_sub-competencies_052020.pdf
https://assets.speakcdn.com/assets/2251/hespa_competencies_and_sub-competencies_052020.pdf
https://uncw.edu/career/documents/writingsmartlearningobjectives.pdf
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Keywords: Select up to three (3) 
*Selections should be reflected in your abstract summary description. 

access to health care 
advocacy 
aging 
alcohol & substance abuse 
anthropology 
behavior change & theories 
cancer 
cardiovascular disease 
career development & professional preparation 
child/adolescent health 
chronic disease 
climate change 
college health 
community health 
community health workers 
community-based participatory research 
computer-mediated 
health promotion 
consumer health 
continuing education 
cultural competence 
diabetes 
disaster & emergency preparedness 
dissemination & implementation 
empowerment 
environmental & systems change 
environmental health 
epidemiology 
ethics 
evaluation & measurement 
exercise 
family health 
genetics & genomics 
health behavior 
health communication 
health disparities 
health equity 
health literacy 
health policy 
health research 
HIV/AIDS 
immigration health 
immunization 
implementation science 
infectious disease 
injury prevention & safety 
international/cross cultural health 
LGBTQ+ 

maternal & child health 
media 
medical care 
men's health 
mental health 
minority health 
motivational interviewing 
nutrition 
obesity 
oral health 
parenting 
partnerships & coalitions 
patient education 
physical activity 
physical disabilities 
policies 
program planning 
public health laws 
qualitative methods 
quality assurance 
quality improvement 
quantitative methods 
race/ethnicity 
religion & health 
reproductive health 
research design 
resource development 
rural health 
school health 
sexual health 
sleep 
smoking & tobacco 
social capital 
social determinants of health 
social ecology 
social inequity 
social influence 
social marketing 
strategic planning 
systems science 
technical assistance 
technology 
theory 
university/college health 
violent prevention & behavior 
women's health 
workforce development 
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Brief abstract summary – Short synopsis of the key take-aways from the presentation. Begin with a verb - hear, learn 
discover, get, gain, recognize, etc.; 1,000-character limit including spaces and special characters. 
 
Detailed abstract description – Write the “what’s in it for the attendee.” Why should someone want to hear your 
presentation. Use active voice and verbs; 3,000-character limit includes spaces and special characters. 
 
Biographies of the primary presenter and co-presenter(s); 800-character limit per bio. 

• Brief and informative. Describe occupation, significant achievements, and a value of promise.  
• Keep the biography relevant. Include achievements that resonate with the presentation topic.  
• View these engaging sample biographies.  
• Speaker bio examples that will inspire you to update yours 
• How to write an academic bio for conferences 
• How to create your professional speaker biography  

 
SOPHE reserves the right to edit submitted content. 
 
Disclosure Statements 
SOPHE requires potential presenters to disclose any proprietary, financial, professional, or other personal interests in 
the material to be presented. This includes past employment, serving as a consultant, conducting clinical trials, serving 
on an advisory committee, inclusion in a speaker’s bureau, owning stock, holding patents, etc. You are asked to agree to 
all three disclosure statements below: 
 
#1:  As a condition of submission, SOPHE requires that the submitting author acknowledge and agree to the following 
statement: (primary intent is that presenters do not sell products or services to attendees) 

I declare that to the best of my knowledge all my co‐authors and I have no proprietary, financial, or other 
personal interest in any product, service and/or company/agency, institution, and/or affiliation that could be 
construed as influencing the material proposed for presentation in our abstract. 
• I have read and agree to the disclosure statement. 

 
#2: As a condition of submission, SOPHE also requires that the presenting author acknowledge and agree to the 
following statement: 

I declare that my co‐authors and I agree to the following if our abstract submission is accepted for 
presentation at SOPHE 2023: (1) To present the work as described in the submitted abstract and to present 
the session format assigned by the Planning Committee; (2) Each author/co‐author attending the conference 
agrees to register for the conference and assume responsibility for our own registration, lodging and 
transportation costs. If the conference will be a virtual event, presenting authors will be notified and given 
the opportunity to present online. We acknowledge that if any accepted abstract author withdraws with late 
notice or fails to show, this will impact future opportunities to present at SOPHE meetings; (3) If selected for 
a presentation, a copy of our slides will be provided to SOPHE in advance of the start of the conference, as 
requested, so that it can be available for AV at our assigned session; (4) Acknowledge and accept that our 
presentation may be video or audio recorded and made available for future continuing education purposes; 
(5) I declare I have completed SOPHE Advocacy Summit 2023 Presenter Information JotForm and uploaded 
all headshots and requested information on behalf of all presenters and co‐presenters.  

• I have read and agree to the disclosure statement.  
 

#3: As a condition of submission, SOPHE also requires the Submitting author acknowledge and agree to the following 
statement:  

Presentation or poster materials, accepted for SOPHE 2023 conference, will be provided to SOPHE in advance 
of the start of the conference (at a deadline communicated by SOPHE to authors). This is to ensure that (1) 
presentation materials are available for AV at the assigned session; (2) that conference materials are 
universally accessible, to improve access to the conference for people with disabilities; and (3) Presenters 
who do not provide conference presentation materials to SOPHE may have their accepted submission 
removed from the conference program. 

• I have read and agree to the disclosure statement. 

https://speakerflow.com/10-speaker-bio-examples-that-will-inspire-you-to-update-yours/
https://phdlife.warwick.ac.uk/2017/02/01/how-to-write-an-academic-bio-for-conferences/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-create-your-professional-speaker-biography-yvonne-c-bryant/
https://form.jotform.com/222845771245157
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Presentation Notifications  
Notification emails are sent to the submitting author upon: (1) creation of an abstract; (2) addition of any co-author(s) & 
presenting author; and (3) completed submission of the abstract. Co-authors will receive one email stating they have 
been added to a specific submission title/author, but they will receive additional communication from SOPHE during the 
call for abstracts process.  Submitting authors can expect to receive an email notification, whether their abstract was 
accepted or declined, on or before January 6, 2023  
 

Timeline 
Thank you for your interest, expertise, and your time in submitting an abstract. Make a note of the important dates 
below (subject to change).  

• Call for abstracts: October 17, 2022 
• Call for abstract’s submissions deadline: November 21, 2022 
• Presentation notifications: January 6, 2023 
• Presenter Registration deadline: January 31, 2023  
• Presenter materials due: February 20, 2023 
• SOPHE’s Annual Conference: March 21-24, 2023 
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